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About This Game

In this classical dungeon crawler you delve into 10 floors of finest dungeon crawling.
Collect more than 20 items, and fight aginst more than 20 enemies and bosses.

Master more than 10 spells and be the first adventurerer who reach the the end of the dungeon.

FACTS:
* 10 Floors

* 20+ Monsters
* 20+ Items
* 10+ Spells

* Save at any time
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Title: Indeep | The casual dungeon crawler
Genre: Indie, RPG
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BernhardP
Publisher:
BernhardP
Release Date: 17 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista / 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: 2 Ghz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: GPU with 512 MB Video RAM
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so horrible its not even worth being available at chucky cheese as a arcade. This may kill you!. i love the episode 1
but the sequel sucks!. Why my playtime is low? I don't want to cry.. The controls are hard to use and some things are not very
smooth.
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Is dead (servers closed). Not sure why is still available for sale.. Looks great at first glance!
Succeeded in starting up the C30-7 in Expert mode but, the Field Generator Switch seems to be not working although the
manual says it must be ON. Seems to be ON by default.
Helpful You Tube video for expert startup https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=osbQvB_SDck

One question. Does CLOSE mean circuit breakers are switched ON ? According to the manual Yes.. The Duke is not straight.

If you want to punish him for that wait for the sale, 5\u20ac is too much money for 2 AIs (which are really well made I have to
say), but other than that, I can thumb up this DLC.

By the way, I don't consider Skirmish Trail as a valuable feature because I am able to set up same thing all by myself in matter
of seconds.. A short little gem. After you realize what you should do with the battle system the combats are no problem.
Overall there are 5 small dungeons and a few boss fights. Also the game has 3 possible endings, no bugs
and it costs next to nothing.. Bought it knowing well its in alpha... but wow... nothing to kill, nothing to do other than shot magic
at the terrain with all the pre-included tools/weapons oh, and your limited on terrain about 10 acres, it shockingly runs fine on
mine. but with a GTX 680
i would hope so! Was not worth the price. at least at it's current state. i would give it some time, get in some infiniately
procedurally genrated terrain and some monsters to pose a threat and maybe than it will hold some ground. until then. avoid it. i
would consider this still "indev". A solid visual novel with well designed characters, an interesting premise and a fantastic sound
track. I had not played too far, but I expect it to be a good story.
A bit problem: you can play all 4 chapters right from beginning, so I am affraid of "spoilers".
And another one: where is the sound tracks.
IWANTITRIGHTNOW!. Stickman is back!
+ Old humor with it, too :-)
+ ^^^^^^^^^^ That's all there is

- It's hard to imagine having worse controls
- No key config/binding
- Only one way to resolve the situation
- Lost at the end? Go back to beginning!

2/10. Really fun casual VR game and my first VR Rhythm game. Its really good for what it is imo and I think if you have ever
liked rhythm games you should give this a try :). Kiitokset pelist\u00e4
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